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Abstract— This paper presents a nonlinear controller based
on a double integrator system for trajectory tracking of a
nonlinear autonomous surface vessel. Using a fixed-point on
the vessel body frame as position output, we devise a simplified
controller with only two error states, as opposed to the four
required in a more straightforward and naive backstepping
approach. The resulting controller is dynamically simple and
easy to implement, and does not require higher than second-
order plant dynamics and reference trajectory derivatives.
The proposed approach mitigates typical problems arising
during backstepping such as noise amplification and the need
for a highly accurate plant model. Experimental results with
an instrumented autonomous surface vessel are presented to
corroborate the performance and robustness of the proposed
controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent technological developments have propelled au-
tonomous marine vehicles to play an ever-increasing role in
the analysis and exploration of water bodies, prompting great
interest in motion control for autonomous surface vessels
(ASVs) [1]. Surface and underwater vessels motion control
is nowadays an active research topic [2] given that accurate
positioning and trajectory tracking are on the basis for
autonomous vessel operations and are especially challenging
due to under-actuation coupled with the nonlinearity of the
dynamic models for vessels and external disturbances in the
form of waves, wind and currents.

The common actuator configuration for an ASV consists
of a stern propeller and a rudder surface providing a surge
force and yaw moment, respectively. When the output is
chosen at the position of the center of mass, the system is
underactuated and non-minimum phase, i.e., it has unstable
internal dynamics, resulting in a difficult control problem.
The problem is inherently nonlinear as the linearization of
the ship model around the desired position and orientation
results in a system that is not controllable. Moreover, it
can be shown that this problem cannot be asymptotically
stabilized by any time-invariant state feedback law [3], [4].

Trajectory control can be achieved based on line-of-sight
algorithms by controlling the yaw angle and the thrust force.
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The stability and performance of cross-talk error and propor-
tional guidance laws were studied in [5], where their stability
is also analyzed. Similarly, in [6] and [7] the guidance system
is obtained through a waypoint guidance scheme based on
line-of-sight projection algorithm and the speed controller
is achieved through state feedback linearization. For this
type of control algorithm, however, the reference trajectories
are however limited to tracking waypoints or straight-lines.
In [4] and [8] time-varying control laws are proposed to
locally stabilize the desired equilibrium point. The former
law only locally stabilizes the ship while the latter law
achieves semiglobal practical stability for a simplified model
of the ship.

A solution for a control objective of global practical
stabilization of arbitrary reference trajectories was proposed
in [9]. The solution is based on several nonlinear coordinate
changes, the transverse function approach, a disturbance
observer, Lyapunov direct method, and the backstepping
technique, and successfully stabilizes fixed-points and non-
admissible trajectories for underactuated ships. A cascade of
proportional-derivative controllers and a nonlinear controller
obtained through backstepping were developed and tested
in [10]. Experimental results indicate that the backstepping
controller is much more effective at tracking trajectories
that involve large variations in speed and course angle.
Trajectory tracking control for ships with unknown time-
variant environmental disturbances was studied in [11]. An
observer is constructed to provide an estimation of unknown
disturbances and is applied to design a trajectory tracking
robust controller through a vectorial backstepping technique.
The tracking controller can force the ship to track an arbitrary
reference trajectory and guarantee that all the signals of the
closed-loop are globally uniformly ultimately bounded.

This paper presents a solution for the trajectory tracking of
an underactuated autonomous surface vehicle subject to non-
linear drag and with coupled input forces and torques. The
proposed controller is based on a double integrator controller
and considers as output a fixed-point δ in the body frame.
With this fixed-point as output, as opposed to the center of
mass, we are able to reduce the complexity of the controller
and avoid the high noise and high accuracy dynamic models
required for the standard backstepping approach for ASVs.
The proposed solution is inspired by [12] but we choose
to apply the δ perturbation directly at the position level,
instead of at the velocity error. This results in one fewer
backstepping iteration compared to [12] (and two fewer
iterations when compared with traditional backstepping) and
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attaches a physical meaning to the δ parameter — it is the
fixed-point, in the vessel’s body frame, which is actually
tracking the reference trajectory. Results obtained with an
instrumented ASV reveals that the trajectories resulting from
closed-loop application of the proposed controller are feasi-
ble and appropriate for the vessel’s dynamics characteristics.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a
clear definition of the problem at hand. Section III introduces
the surface vessel dynamic model and the controller design
process is described in Section IV. The experimental setup
is presented in Section V, the vehicle identification in Sec-
tion VI and the results in Section VII. Finally, concluding
remarks are featured in Section VIII.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consider a fixed inertial frame {I} and a body frame
{B} attached to the boat’s center of mass. The configu-
ration of {B} with respect to {I} is given by the pair
(R,p) = ( I

BR ,
IpB). to the x− y plane.

The trajectory tracking objective is to drive a fixed point
in the boat body frame, δ, to follow a desired reference
trajectory pd(t) : R → R2. The available actuations are the
force provided by each motor propeller and the motor angle
θ.

The orientation of the vehicle during the tracking maneu-
ver is not a priori prescribed. Since the boat is underactuated,
e.g. is not possible to generate a force with only lateral
component, its final orientation will depend on the dynamics
of the closed-loop system and the trajectory to be followed.
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(a) Reference frame diagram. (b) Motor and propeller detail.

Fig. 1. Boat diagram and actuator detail.

III. SURFACE VESSEL DYNAMIC MODEL

The surface vehicle is modeled as a rigid body dynamic
system subject to linear and quadratic drag resulting in the
dynamic model

ṗ = R

[
u
v

]
,

Ṙ = RSr,

u̇ = m−111 (m22vr +Xuu+Xu|u|u|u|+ Fu),

v̇ = m−122 (−m11ur + Yvv + Fv),

ṙ = I−1z (Nrr + τ),

(1)

where vB =
[
u v

]T ∈ R2 is the vessel’s linear velocity, r
is its angular velocity and the force and torque actuations are
Fu, Fy , and τ . The matrices R ∈ SO(2) and S are defined
as

R(ψ) =

[
cosψ − sin(ψ)
sin(ψ) cos(ψ)

]
, S =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
.

where ψ is the vessel’s heading. The remaining parameters
are the mass, with added mass effects, in the surge and
sway directions, m11 and m22, the inertia Iz , the linear drag
coefficients Xu, Yv, Nr and the quadratic drag coefficient
Xu|u|.

The force and torque actuations are functions of the indi-
vidual motor thrusts fp and fs, corresponding to the impulse
generated at the port and starboard motors, respectively, and
the motor angle θ input as

Fu = (fp + fs) cos θ

Fv = (fp + fs) sin θ

τ = (rpxfp + rsxfs) sin θ − (rpyfp + rsyfs) cos θ

where rp = [rpx rpy]
T and rs = [rsx rsy]

T are the locations
of the port and starboard motors, respectively, with respect
to the vehicle’s center of mass. The boat has actuation
redundancy in that the torque can be obtained with a trade-
off between the motor differential and the rudder angle. To
simplify the model and the controller design we consider zero
differential motor actuation, corresponding to fp = fs =

1
2T

and use the motor angle (as the vehicle does not have a
rudder surface) as the only form of generating torque. The
simplified inputs are then defined as

Fu = T cos θ

Fv = T sin θ

τ = rxT sin θ

where we used the equalities rpx = rsx = rx and rpy =
−rsy .

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN

As stated in Section II, the control objective is to drive a
fixed-point in the boat body-frame to the desired reference
trajectory. The inertial position of the vehicle can be modeled
as a double integrator system driven by the motor force
which is commanded in magnitude and angle. This leads us
to try a Lyapunov function appropriate for a double integrator
and then use the available inputs to control it. In the sequel
we will see how controlling a point that is not located at
vessel’s center of mass allows to simultaneously explore
the torque input and the thrust force to drive the system
to zero error without having to resort to further integrator
backstepping iterations and higher-order derivatives.

Consider the tracking errors

z1 = p− pd +Rδ (2)
z2 = RvB − ṗd +RSδr

where z2 = ż1 and the tentative Lyapunov function

V = 1
2K1z

T

1 z1 +
1
2z

T

2 z2 + βzT

1 z2.
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The time derivative of V can be written as a controlled
double-integrator system perturbed by the actual system
dynamics as follows

V̇ = −W (z1, z2) + (βz1 + z2)
T (ż2 + u?) (3)

where

W (z1, z2) = K1βz
T
1 z1 +K2βz

T
1 z2 + (K2 − β) zT2 z2

can be rendered positive definite with an appropriate choice
of gains K1,K2, β, and

u? = −K1z1 −K2z2

is the actuation that renders the nominal double integrator
asymptotically stable. In (3), the term ż2 + u? can be seen
as the actuation error between the actual system actuation,
since ż2 includes the T and τ actuations, and the desired
stabilizing actuation u?.

Expanding ż2 and using the simplification δ =
[
δx 0

]T
results in

V̇ = −W (z1, z2) + (βz1 + z2)
TR(TB

[
cos θ
sin θ

]
+ x) (4)

where we have highlighted the role of the actuations T and
θ. The matrix B and vector x are defined as

B =

[
m−111 0
0 m−122 + δxrxI

−1
z

]
,

x = rSvB +M−1
[
m22vr +Xuu+Xu|u|u|u|

−m11ur + Yvv

]
− δr2 +NrrI

−1
z Sδ +RT (K1z1 +K2z2 − p̈d).

The indefinite term in (4) can then be nullified, for an
invertible matrix B, with actuations

T = ‖u‖,
θ = atan2(u2,u1),

and
u = −B−1x,

rendering the closed-loop Lyapunov time derivative negative
definite. The arbitrary parameter δx can always be chosen so
that B is invertible. The condition for invertibility of B is

δx 6=
Iz

m22rx

.

The convergence properties of the proposed solution for
trajectory tracking are stated in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: Consider the dynamic system (1), represent-
ing the kinematics and dynamics of a autonomous surface
vessel and a desired trajectory pd(t) of class at least C2.
Let δ =

[
δx 0

]T
for an arbitrary δx satisfying

δx 6= Izm
−1
22 r
−1
x .

Let K1 and K2 be arbitrary positive control gains and β
verify

0 < β < min

(√
K1,

4K1K2

4K1 +K2
2

)
. (5)

Defining the position error states

z1 = p− pd +Rδ,

z2 = RvB − ṗd +RSδr,

the auxiliary quantities

u = −B−1x,

B =

[
m−111 0
0 m−122 + δxrxI

−1
z

]
,

x = rSvB +M−1
[
m22vr +Xuu+Xu|u|u|u|

−m11ur + Yvv

]
− δr2

+NrrI
−1
z Sδ +RT (K1z1 +K2z2 − p̈d),

and the plant inputs as

T = ‖u‖,
θ = atan2(u2,u1),

the origin of the error system is a global attractor and the
target body-fixed point, whose inertial coordinates are p +
Rδ, converges to the desired trajectory pd(t).

Proof: The Lyapunov function

V = 1
2K1z

T

1 z1 +
1
2z

T

2 z2 + βzT

1 z2

is positive definite for β <
√
K1 and its closed-loop time

derivative

V̇ = −K1βz
T
1 z1 −K2βz

T
1 z2 + (β −K2) z

T
2 z2,

using the inputs in the theorem statement, is negative definite
for β verifying (5). Using Lyapunov stability theory follows
that both error states converge to zero with time. From the
definition of z1 in (2), it follows that zero error corresponds
to having the body-fixed point, defined by p+Rδ, track the
reference trajectory pd.

The proposed controller is simpler in terms of dynam-
ics than typical backstepping based controllers for surface
vehicles. We only require up to the second derivative of
the position error whereas for a backstepping controller four
time derivatives are needed to surface the torque actuation.
This dynamic simplicity comes at the expense of having to
consider an off-centered point, δ, as the tracking goal instead
of the center of mass of the vehicle.

A. Analysis of the Zero Dynamics

The zero error state is characterized by

z1 = 0,

z2 = 0,

from which it can be established that, in a zero error situation

p = pd −Rδ,
v = RT ṗd −RSδr, (6)

holds, resulting in immediate boundedness of both the posi-
tion and the longitudinal velocity u, recalling that δy = 0.
It remains to be analyzed the boundedness of the lateral
velocity v and r, which are related through (6). For the
particular case where pd(t) is a constant trajectory, we can
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establish, based on the dynamics equations and the zero error
condition that

ṙ =
Yvδxrx

δxm22rx + 1
r

which is stable if the coefficient on r is negative. Given that
Yv < 0, δx > 0, rx < 0, the stability condition reduces to
−δxm22rx > 1. In such case, the angular velocity converges
to zero and the vehicle remains stationary in steady state
with zero error.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were conducted with the DELMAC ASV,
an instrumented OceanScience Q-Boat 1800P. The vehicle is
depicted in Figure 2 and features twin orientable high-power
out-drive motors with powerful brushless DC thrusters, ca-
pable of a 5 m/s maximum speed.

The vessel, originally a radio remote controlled vehicle,
was instrumented with the necessary sensors and communi-
cation capabilities to transform it in an fully featured ASV.
The vehicle position and velocity are determined using GPS
Real Time Kinematic (RTK) positioning. A GPS receiver
(Ashtech MB100) is used as shore station to send Real Time
Correction Messages (RTCM) to the GPS unit installed in
DELMAC via a radio Ethernet link. The other unit, installed
onboard the ASV, receives the RTCM data and provides
positioning data with centimeter-level accuracy. An onboard
IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) (Microstrain 3DM-GX3)
based on a nine-axes solid state sensor outputs accurate
acceleration, attitude and angular rates, and provides the
heading and angular velocity feedback for implementing the
proposed controller.

Communication between the shore station and the DEL-
MAC ASV is performed using a set of two Ethernet radio
modems (FreeWave HTPlus). These provide a reliable high
data-rate and long distance link between the shore station
and the ASV. The radio set transmits commands from the
monitor console and RTCM data from the GPS base station
to the ASV, and vehicle status data in the opposite direction
to be displayed in the monitor console.

A low power consumption high-performance single-board-
computer was installed on-board the ASV. This computer
runs the mission control, navigation, and guidance and con-
trol systems. It is equipped with a solid-state disk to avoid
disk damage due to the platform vibration, with interface
boards to communicate with sensors and actuators, and
Ethernet.

The vehicle and shore station operate in a ROS (Robot
Operating System) environment integrating the sensors, con-
trollers and communications. High-level commands and
telemetry are transmitted between the vehicle and shore
station using ROS messages.

VI. IDENTIFICATION

The surface vessel was originally remotely controlled and
both inputs T and θ were specified as unitless parameters
ranging from -1 to 1 which had to be mapped to their actual

Fig. 2. The DELMAC autonomous surface vessel sailing on a pond at the
University of Macau.

TABLE I
IDENTIFICATION OF THE VESSEL PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
m11 75.6
m22 124.0
Iz 25.8
Xu −32.6
Xu|u| −20.2
Yv −49.8
Nr −52.4

values, in Newton and angle, for a successful implementation
of the proposed controller.

Experiments measuring the motor angle for different in-
puts determined that the mapping for the angle is linear and
ranges in the interval [-60,60] deg. The thrust provided by
the motors was identified through bollard pull tests where
the pull force was measured for several input commands
and a quadratic curve was fitted to the data. The outboard
motors are controlled in linear rpm or current, resulting in
a quadratic curve for the force. Results are presented in
Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Bollard pull tests at different motor inputs and quadratic interpo-
lation

Having the exact inputs in SI units allows us to estimate
the drag and added mass coefficients through a least squares
fitting of the velocity measurement derivatives to the expres-
sions in the vehicle model (1), for each of the unknown
model parameters. The resulting parameter estimations are
presented in Table I.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed controller for the DELMAC autonomous
surface vessel was tested experimentally at the University
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TABLE II
CONTROLLER PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
K1 1.2
K2 2.8
β 0.2
δx 2.0

of Macau by tracking two complex, varied, and aggressive
trajectories: one a Lissajous curve, depicted in Fig. 4, and
one figure eight, in Fig. 8, with varying velocity profiles.

The Lissajous curve desired trajectory and actual path
taken by the delta point and the boat center of mass are
shown in Fig. 4, and the trajectory tracking error for the delta
point is isolated and presented in Fig. 5. For this maneuver
the initial error was high, around 12 m, leading to a saturation
of the thrust actuation until the vehicle caught up with the
desired trajectory. Nonetheless, the proposed controller still
stabilizes the vehicle and no adverse effect arises. With an
eye on Fig. 10, we see that after a quick initial transient,
where the boat rotates quickly to point in the direction of
the desired position. The vehicle then follows an almost
straight line, without much rudder actuation, until the desired
trajectory is reached and tracked. This type of maneuver is
consistent with how boats typically sail.

The tracking error in steady state is typically under 0.5 m.
There are however occasional peaks of around 1.5 m error,
correlated with higher speeds. This is probably indicative of
inaccurate modeling of the propeller thrust at high rotations.
Another possible explanation are the unmodeled varying dy-
namics of the boat as it hits waves and changes its submerged
section. Notice that the tracking error is reasonable even
though the trajectory is aggressive, in the sense that requires
high rudder angles (with peaks of ±40 deg) to track and
also high thrust force. The aggressiveness of the trajectory is
corroborated by the velocity plot where we can see that the
lateral and longitudinal velocities are sometimes equal (17
and 35 s), corresponding to a sideslip angle of 45 deg. The
longitudinal velocity ranges from 1 to 4 m/s throughout the
trajectory, with the tracking error remaining low, showing
that the proposed controller and dynamic models are well
suited to the vehicle in study for a wide range of operating
conditions.

An aerial view of the figure eight path is shown in Fig. 8
and the velocity profile for the vehicle is exposed in Fig. 11.
The figure eight trajectory evolves in roughly the same area
as the Lissajous trajectory but is less aggressive, in the sense
that the longitudinal velocity only ranges from 1 to 3 m/s,
resulting in smaller tracking errors. The typical steady state
error is around 0.3 m while error peaks occasionally reach
0.9 m. However, high sideslip angles can still be noticed in
Fig. 11 around 30 and 85 s.

As a final note, we would like the emphasize that despite
the experimental tests being realized in a calm body of water,
the high velocities (up to 5 m/s), lightness, and shallow hull
of the vehicle make it so that even small ondulation, as seen
in Fig. 2, has marked impact on the vehicle and leads to large

fluctuations of the pitch angle as the vehicle sails. These pitch
variations also change the submerged section of the vehicle,
and consequently the added-mass and drag. Nonetheless, the
proposed straightforward model and controller ensue good
trajectory tracking results.
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Fig. 4. Aerial view of the Lissajous trajectory followed by the boat, desired
trajectory and trajectory followed by the controlled delta point. Trajectory
starting points are marked with squares and end points are marked with
circles.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the tracking error along the trajectory. The controller
manages to close the 12 m gap between the initial and the desired positions
in less than 10 seconds. Once in steady state the error is typically under
0.5 m with occasional peaks of 1.5 m.
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Fig. 6. Thrust and rudder actuations along the Lissajous trajectory. There
is a quick initial turn of the boat, lasting one second, to align it with the
current desired position accompanied by a maximum thrust actuation until
the boat is close to the target trajectory.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a nonlinear controller based on
a double integrator system for trajectory tracking of an
autonomous surface vessel. We used a fixed-point on the
vessel body frame as position output and devised a simplified
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the body velocities while tracking the Lissajous
trajectory. Notice the high sideslip reached at 17 s and 35 s when |vBx | ≈
|vBy | ≈ 1 m/s.
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Fig. 8. Aerial view of the figure eight trajectory followed by the boat,
desired trajectory and trajectory followed by the controlled delta point.
Trajectory starting points are marked with squares and end points are marked
with circles.
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Fig. 9. Evolution of the tracking error along the figure eight trajectory.
The controller manages to close the 5 m gap between the initial and the
desired positions in less than 2.5 seconds. Once in steady state the error is
typically under 0.3 m with occasional peaks of 0.9 m.
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Fig. 10. Thrust and rudder actuations along the figure eight trajectory.
There is a quick initial turn of the boat, lasting one second, to align it with
the current desired position accompanied by a maximum thrust actuation
until the boat is close to the target trajectory.
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Fig. 11. Evolution of the body velocities while tracking the figure eight
trajectory. Notice the high sideslip when |vBy | > |vBx | around 5 s and
when the longitudinal and lateral velocities are almost identical at 30 s and
85 s.

controller with only two states, as opposed to the four
required in a more straightforward and naive backstepping
approach. The resulting controller is dynamically simple and
easy to implement, and does not require higher than second-
order plant dynamics and reference trajectory derivatives. As
the proposed approach requires fewer integrator backsteps
than the backstepping approach, it mitigated typical back-
stepping problems such as noise amplification and the need
for a highly accurate plant model. Experimental results in an
instrumented autonomous surface vessel were presented to
corroborate the performance and robustness of the proposed
controller.
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